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HEATH END ROAD
EXISTING
Heath End Road is heavily congested and on first glance this may be
seen as the reason for introducing the Bermuda Connection. The single
biggest problem with Heath End Road is the mini-roundabout junction
with Greenmoor Road that creates severe tailbacks. As with many miniroundabouts, this junction is an accident black spot and the remodelling
of this junction would remove a key bottleneck. The remainder of Heath
End Road is very wide as would be expected of a road that forms the
main road (B41112) between West Nuneaton and the A444.

FUTURE?
Contrary to what people may initially think Heath End Road’s
traffic problems will not be resolved by the Bermuda Connection.
The scheme will need to create new traffic signalised junctions at
Bermuda Road and The Raywoods. These in addition to the Tenlons
Road junction will add significant delay to traffic along the B4112. The
scheme also does nothing to remove the mini roundabout bottleneck at
Greenmoor Road. Under the Bermuda Connection Heath End Road
will actually become busier as new ‘rat runs’ are created along Church
Road and Westbury Road from Camp Hill and Galley Common.
However, an alternative exists in the A444 Corridor Improvements
which would introduce traffic signals at the Greenmoor Road junction
along with other junctions on College Street and the A444. This
scheme was shown to solve all traffic congestion on these corridors
and could be implemented for the same level of funding as the bridge.
The hidden agenda of the bridge is to allow developers to build a mega
housing estate of between 1500 and 2000 homes on green belt land at
Arbury View as part of the ‘unapproved’ Borough Plan’. This will lead to
significant pressure on local amenities including schools, doctors and
dental surgeries and Heath End Road would be the main access route.

PUBLIC CONSULTATION
There are no consultations being held along the ‘rat runs’ created by
the Bermuda Connectivity Project. The fact that 23000 homes are
being leafleted should raise alarm at the level of traffic that is expected
to be using your street if the scheme goes ahead. Please ensure you
get involved in the public consultation and have your voice heard.
Our website contains further detailed rebuttals against the scheme:
http://bermudabridgeactiongroup.co.uk
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